
Math 122 Study Guide for Exam 3 Spring, 2015

• Exam 3 will take place on Wednesday April 15, from 6-8pm in Mars SC 1141 (same as
the first two).

– As with Exams 1 and 2, I am designing the exam to be a (theoretically) 1 hour
exam.

• If you can not take the exam Wednesday April 15 from 6-8pm, contact me as soon
as possible about arranging a time for you to take it on Tuesday 4/14 or earlier on
Wednesday 4/15.

• PS 11 is included at the beginning of this study guide, and – as with Exams 1 and 2
– will be covered on the exam but will not be collected or graded.

• The exam will cover from PS 8 through PS 11. Specifically, Exam 3 will cover Chapter
3 starting immediately after the Perspective Theorem (so beginning with the behavior
of lines in perspective) through all of the techniques developed in PS 10, anamorphic
art, and the beginning of Chapter 4 through similarity dimension.

• The solutions to all of the problem sets are available for you to look at suite outside
my office. I will add the solutions to this study guide and to PS 11 to that collection
soon.

• I will not be giving you a formula sheet along with your exam this time, as we have
not had any formulas. We did cover the Vanishing Point Theorem (which, remember,
had many parts) – be sure you understand how all the various types of lines behave
when drawn in perspective. Also, the Rules of Perspective.

• Advice:

– As usual, spread studying for this exam out over several days, for all the reasons
listed on the first two study guides.

– Skim the readings and the notes from class with an aim to both reminding yourself
of the big ideas and of making connections between ideas. Your main focus,
however, should be to do (not just read through) as great a variety of problems
as possible. In addition to doing the problems I’ve included on this study guide,
you’ll also want to redo as many problems as you can from the problem sets
covered on this exam. (Again remember how important actually redoing the
problems is.)

– While you’re working on problems, focus on why the steps are what they are.
Spare some of your thoughts for how different problems are connected, and why
various steps make sense.
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– Remember: If you can not do the problems from start to finish without getting
help from friend, tutor, solutions or me, you are not ready. Please note that this
does not mean you should memorize how to do the problems – as you know from
the first two exams, the exam will involve similar but not identical ideas. If you
understand how to do all of these problems as well as all your past homework
problems, and can use that understanding to do all the problems with no help,
then you should be prepared.

• Topics:

– The meaning of the word ”orthogonal”

– Vanishing points

∗ what is a vanishing point?

∗ where do images of lines orthogonal to the picture plane vanish?

∗ How about lines parallel to the picture plane (the xy-plane)?

∗ Lines parallel to the ”floor” (the xz-plane)?

∗ Lines parallel to a ”side wall” (the yz-plane)?

– Vanishing points of parallel lines – finding them on a picture.

– Finding (and describing) the correct viewing position for a drawing in one-point
perspective.

– The Rules of Perspective

– Subdividing rectangles in perspective, in half, quarters, eighths – any power of 2.

– Duplicating rectangles in perspective, so that the original and the copy share an
edge.

– Subdividing rectangles in perspective, in thirds, fifths, sixths – any number of
subdivisions that is not a power of 2.

– Duplicating rectangles in perpsective, so that the two do not share a common
edge, if you know where you want to put the near edge of the copy.

– Duplicating rectangles in perspective, so that the two do not share a common
edge, if you know where you want to put the far edge of the copy.

– Be able to take a 2D-picture drawn from straight on (no perspective) and draw it in
perspective, whetherit has identical rectangles in line with each other, rectangles
divided in half, or more complicated situations like if there are two identical
rectangles overlapping or separated (but in line with each other), or if you need
to subdivide the rectangle into not just halves, but also thirds or fifths.

– Anamorphic art.

∗ Be sure you understand the ideas behind planar anamorphic art, as well as
how to do it.
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∗ I will not be including any new problems on this in this study guide,
but you still need to know how to do it.

∗ Be sure you know which grid you draw the undistorted picture on, and which
grid you draw the final distorted version on.

– Understand the idea of symmetry of scale

– Understand how to recursively construct a model of a fractal using geometry, as
we did with the Koch Snowflake, the Sierpinski Triangle, the Sierpinski Carpet,
and the Mitsubishi Gasket.

– Be able to do the first several steps of creating a new fractal using similar geomet-
ric/visual recursion steps to those used to create the above-mentioned fractals.

– Adding and multiplying complex numbers.

– Representing a point (a, b) as a complex number and vice versa.

Problem Set 11 Problems:

1. The Sierpinski Carpet

Using graph paper, carefully draw the figures that result from (at least) the first three
steps, with the following recursive replacement rule:

Start with a square . Whenever (and wherever) you see a , replace it

with a .

Suggestion: Since you’re going to be dividing the sides of your squares into thirds
three times, you might want to start with them having length 27, if the squares on
your graph paper are small enough.

Note: As with the version of the Sierpinski triangle we created in class, this is actually
the negative version of the actual Sierpinski carpet. For the true Sierpinski carpet, you
start with a full colored-in square, and remove the middle ninth at each step, leaving
that portion empty.

2. The Mitsubishi Gasket
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Using graph paper, carefully draw the figures that result after (at least) two steps,
with the following recursive replacement rule:

Start with an equilateral triangle . Whenever (and wherever) you see a

, replace it with a .

(That is, divide each side into thirds, and use those divisions to divide the equilateral
triangle into 9 equal-sized equilateral triangles, 6 of which are right-side up and the
interior three of which are upside down. Color in the interior 3.)

Suggestion: Since you’re going to be dividing the side of your triangles into thirds
twice, you want to start with them having a length that’s a multiply of 9.

Note: This is again the negative version. For the true version, you would again begin
with a solid triangle and remove portions at each step.

3. Tree:

Using graph paper, carefully draw the figure that results after (at least) five steps, with
the following recursive replacement rule:

Start with a line segment with a solid circle on one end and an open circle on the

other end. . Whenever (and wherever) you see a , replace it with a line segment of

the same length, with solid circles on both ends, but with two line segments (roughly)
half as long coming out of where the open circle was, each at an angle of 45◦ with the
original line segment (if it had continued), so that they’re 90◦ apart from each other.

These have an open circle on the end. .

(The solid and open circles are signals as to which ends are finished and which ends
are going to grow. An endpoint that is solid is done growing – any endpoint that is
open is still ripe for growth.)

Suggestion: Since you’re going to be dividing the length of your line segment in half
at least 5 times, you probably want to start with a line segment that’s 16 units long
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(32 would be even better, but unless you have tiny squares, you aren’t going to have
room for that. Also, this tree grows up and out, so base your initial line segment in
the bottom middle of your graph paper).

Study Guide Problems:

1. From the course website, print out a copy of Jan Van Eyck’s Giovanni Arnolfini and his
Wife, Giovanna Cenami, aka The Arnolfini Wedding Portrait. Mathematically analyze
the perspective. Specifically: How can you tell, based on the evidence in the picture,
that it was painted in one-point perspective (whether rigorously or not)? That is,
how do you decide there appear to be lines representing orthogonals in the painting?
Once you figure that out, investigate whether it was rigorously drawn in one-point
perspective.

2. From OnCourse, with this study guide, print out a copy of Piero della Francesca’s The
Flagellation. On it,

(a) Locate the primary vanishing point.

(b) If there are any secondary vanishing points, find one.

(c) Determine the ideal viewing position.

3. From OnCourse, print out a copy of Fra Francesco Colonna’s Garden of Love from his
Hypnerotomachia Poliphili. (It’s small, do the best you can with it.)

(a) Locate the primary vanishing point (as closely as you can).

(b) The two benches on the central platform each have vertical rectangular sides that
are parallel to side walls. Assuming they are the same size, their diagonals should
be parallel in real life, and hence the images of the diagonals should have the same
vanishing point. Where should that vanishing point lie? Check it out – does it
(or is it at least close?)

(c) Similarly, the lines forming the diamonds on the side fences should form two sets
of parallel lines parallel to side walls. What should be true about their vanishing
points? Again, investigate whether it is true.

4. Draw a section of tile wall so that

• the wall is a side wall extending orthogonally away from the picture plane, and

• the tiles are all square, and the same size, and

• the section of wall that you draw is 5 tiles deep and 5 tiles high, and
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• tiles are oriented with front & back edges parallel to the picture plane, while top
& bottom edges are orthogonal, and

• The viewing distance is 8”

5. If the box below represents a cube, then we can use our usual techniques to find the
correct viewing position. But suppose the box is not a cube. Suppose instead that for
whatever reason we know that the side of the box is intended to be three times as
deep (that is, from front to back) as it is tall. Using similar ideas to those from class
and the reading, determine what the viewing distance in this case is (from scratch).

6. Divide the perspective drawing of a rectangle below in half lengthwise, without mea-
suring. (That is, draw a line that cuts the lines which no longer appear parallel in
half.) Then divide the nearer of your halves in half; the nearer of your quarters in half,
and the nearer of your eighths in half. In the end, the rectangle should have one half,
one fourth, one eighth and two sixteenths.
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7. Beginning with the rectangle shown below, which represents one brick, draw a portion
of a brick wall consisting of identically sized bricks (in real-life) that is 3 bricks wide
and 4 bricks high. Remember that in order to do this so it really looks like a brick
wall, the second row of bricks must be offset from the first row, so that the end of one
brick divides the brick below it in half.
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8. Below is a perspective drawing of a box, along with a point P . Draw a duplicate of
the box, using the techniques we’ve developed. Place the duplicate so that it’s front
left corner (as we face it) is located at the point P , to create a picture of two boxes
separated by some space.

9. Below is a perspective drawing of a window, retreating orthogonally to the picture
plane. Draw a duplicate of this window, so that its upper rear corner is located at the
point P , to create the appearance of a partially open sliding glass door.
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10. On the perspective drawing of a rectangle below, draw a horizontal line cutting the
sides which no longer appear parallel into the division one-ninth/eight-ninths, without
measuring. Probably the easiest way to do this is to divide the rectangle into thirds,
and then one of the thirds on an end into thirds again.

11. The Checkered Flag

Using graph paper, carefully draw the figure that results after the first three steps,
with the following recursive replacement rule:

Start with a white rectangle . Whenever (and wherever) you see a white

rectangle , replace it with a .

12. Evaluate the following, convert the results to the equivalent points, and graph them.

(a) 3 − 5i + 7 − 11i

(b) (4 + 7i) − (3 − 8i)
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(c) (2 − 3i)(2 + 3i)

(d) (6 − 4i)2
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